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 There is no poem without meaning because no poet can write removed from the 

influences of their life. This is at least the concluded perspective of Olschner, who studied the 

poetic works of Celan in an effort to understand what meanings he intended for his poetry. In 

order for the reader to uncover underlying meanings, Olschner believes, you must begin by 

looking at the literal aspects of Celan’s poetry—the word choice, the visuals described, the 

sentence structures—to deduce a more implicit meaning that Celan intended, informed by his 

own experiences. Essentially, the reader cannot understand Celan without his personal 

contextualization, since “we should not assume frivolousness on Celan’s part.”1 The reader must 

approach his work as having intention woven into each line. Olschner moreover argues that it is 

an injustice to Celan and all who have similarly experienced his pain to not read his works as a 

purposeful reflection or commentary on his experiences. “As a survivor of the holocaust, Celan 

consciously remembered its victims in what is usually termed ‘reminiscence’ and ‘remembering 

the dead’.”2 

This process of “reminiscence” and “remembering the dead,” Olschner says, Celan 

carries out in his poetry. Celan supports this claim with his own comments later in his life. Celan 

wanted his works to reflect the sentiments of and pay homage to holocaust survivors since 

“Celan himself resented the misuse to which he saw ‘Todesfuge’ subjected both in the discussion 

revolving around the aestheticization of the holocaust and in the alibi function of such texts for 

                                                           
1 Leonard Olschner, Fugal provocation in Paul Celan’s ‘Todesfuge’ and ‘Engfuhrung’ (German 

Life and Letters 43, 1989), 80. 

2 Olschner, Fugal Provocation, 84. 
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repressing personal involvement and responsibility for Nazism.”3 In fact, Celan reached a point 

in which he “refused to recite this poem publicly”4 so to prevent it from being, “yet again, 

anthologized,”5 or reduced in the integrity he intended for ‘Todesfuge’ due to readers’ 

misinterpretations. Olschner thus presents an imperative, necessary approach for how readers 

should grasp the multiplicity of meaning in Celan’s work. Readers should consider the face-

value meanings of his word choice in relation to his lived and shared histories to reveal his 

underlying intended meanings—or the many meanings emulated through his word choice to 

create a composite meaning. Understanding that this multiplicity of meaning exists, Olschner 

stresses studying the poet’s “sensitivity to word history.”6 Celan places importance on certain 

words in each poem.7 How might these word choices and their positioning in the poem represent 

his own background and experience? Through Olschner’s method, the reader may ask questions 

to derive a sense of Celan’s past and purpose, of how he “reminisces” and “remembers.” 

In “Fugal provocation,” Olschner studies word history by analyzing Celan’s references of 

other art forms—particularly music—in ‘Todesfuge.’ By a similar vein, the reader may perform 

this process for Celan’s poem ‘Etched Away.’ Why might Celan have used the term “etch” in the 

title? What does “etching” reference? The reader could deduce that, because of Celan’s interest 

in referencing art forms, the form he calls upon in this case is sculpting. Nevertheless, words 

                                                           
3 Olschner, 83. 

4 Olschner, 83. 

5 Olschner, 83. 

6 Olschner, 87. 

7 Ben Pelczynski, personal correspondence with author, November 20, 2018. 
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compose a poem while physical matter forms a sculpture. The poem’s “physical,” or structural, 

appearance may inform the reader about why Celan chose an art that creates through removal or 

destruction. 

 The poem’s structure provides vital insight into Celan’s past volatile emotional and 

mental state. The poem consists of three stanzas, and these lines appear very jagged in relation to 

one another—as if hastily and unevenly etched into by the sculptor. A story is told in the stanza 

arrangement: the first stanza, seemingly compact, sharply differs from the next. The lines will 

thin out to fewer words or into an unpredictable mixture of short and long lines. This funneling, 

perhaps to a meaning that Celan wishes to emphasize, comes down to just one word in the final 

stanza’s last line: a “witness.”8 This witness is “unannullable” and cannot be so easily etched 

away as one might etch at ice. 

Ice, in fact, is a crucial theme in ‘Etched Away.’ It manifests in various forms and sizes: 

“human-shaped snow,” “cowl-ice,” “glacier,” “honey-comb ice,” and “Breathcrystal.”9 This ice 

motif presents a connection to the “etching” sculpture theme: ice-sculpting. The “etched away” 

ice, the “radiant wind” phrasing, and the intentional word division between two lines (i.e.: 

“Whirl- / winded”)10 demonstrates the volatility of nature through Celan’s word choices and 

placements. The reader does not need to be a sculptor, nor even particularly versed in the arts, to 

understand that ice is fragile and that sculpting is a task requiring attention to detail. This literal 

                                                           
8 Paul Celan, Selected Poems and Prose of Paul Celan, translated by John Felstiner (W. W. 

Norton, 2001), 247. 

9 Celan, Selected Poems and Prose, 247. 

10 Celan, 247. 
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“etching” demonstrated in the poem’s structure and motifs may emulate a more implicit theme: 

fragility. And knowing Celan’s background as a holocaust survivor, the reader may ask another 

question: what might he be suggesting is fragile in the context of his personal history? 

Considering the poem’s other intersecting themes may provide more connections to this concept 

of fragility. 

Celan weaves human, interpersonal language into the poem’s ice motif. He suggests 

fragility in relation to humanity and the coldness, or cruelness, of human beings. Celan presents a 

“you” in the first stanza: “Etched away by the / radiant wind of your speech, / the motley gossip 

of pseudo- / experience – the hundred - / tongued My- / poem, the Lie-noem.”11 This “you” 

creates for itself a “pseudo-experience,” a “hundred-tongued My-poem.” “Gossip,” “hundred-

tongued My-poem,” and “speech” all point to a degree of power that this “you” commands—

enough power to speak at its own will. This “you” is juxtaposed to the poem’s only other explicit 

human reference, which concludes the final stanza: “your unannullable / witness.” Celan 

suggests that perhaps the powerful entities, like the foreboding “glacier” and the speaking “you” 

figure in the poem, are the ones who are truly fragile. Glaciers may appear stable yet are 

constantly changing and reshaping, and those who are empowered to speak—or to speak over 

others—may lose that power as time goes on. Even if this “witness” is not currently speaking, 

they are “unannullable” and cannot be denied. The witness’s constancy perhaps represents a 

homage to the holocaust’s silenced voices; Celan, a survivor now telling his own stories himself, 

insinuates that power structures are not eternally fortified and that the oppressed are 

“unannullable” and may not be silenced forever. 

                                                           
11 Celan, Selected Poems and Prose, 247. 
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